Tagging is popularized by many social sharing websites, which allows us to add the description to object. 
INTRODUCTION
Advancement in web 2.0 technologies, multimedia creation, and sharing has become much easier than ever before. In communities there are many social sharing websites, which allows user to share photos, web links, songs, pictures etc. The photo sharing websites includes Flickr, Zoomer, Picasa, encourages users to create, annotate, share and comment on media data. A tag is a non-hierarchical keyword or term assigned to a piece of information (such as an Internet bookmark, digital image, or computer file) to describe that object [1] . Tagging allows user to find object when retrieving that object later. Tagging also increases accessibility of media object to the public as other users can find their relevant images.
Human can assign tags for photo but it requires a time. Tag recommendation inspires users to assign more tags in connecting the semantic gap betweenhuman concept and the features of media object, which provides a feasible solution for content based image retrieval. Many tag recommendation strategies have worked upon connection between tags and photos. Fig.1 Users have favor for photos while searching. 1) User can assign types for photos e.g. photos can be categorized such as architectural, natural, scientific etc. 2) Single photo can be tagged by two or more users with same or different tags.
Users like to create photo album with respect to the places they have visited and this task can be done with adding geo tags for photos. Geo tagging is the process of adding geographical information to various media objects in the form of metadata. Meta data for Geotagging contains longitude, latitude, city name etc. Same tags can be recommended to visually similar photos of user but if geo favor of user is considered then it will recommend photos that are relevant with location.
Fig.1 Tagging Behavior of user
Hypergraph learning will solve this tag recommendation by Homogeneous Hyperedge. Homogenous hyperedge is the edge between images and tags. Hypergraph will find joint relevance between image and tags by using visual content relationship hyperedge and textual relationship hyperedge uploaded by that particular user.
There exist two challenges: 1) To learn relevance of given tag to the visual content. 2) Image and Text are two different structures, to find common relation between these two structures is the task. [4] , Input to this system was photo along with user defined tags. System generated ordered list of m-candidate tags based on tag co-occurrence. List of candidate tags are used as input for tag aggregation and ranking. It has produced ranked list of n-recommended tags. It can handle growth of tags vocabulary. It can be used to recommend photos based on locations, artifacts, and objects. However it limits tags that are going to be provided by user. It is not personalized approach. System being less interactive as well as performance calculation is not accurate. System requires vital tuning parameters to be managed and this makes system expensive.
A. Silva and B. Martins proposed in [5] , Georeferenced tag recommendation annotates geo referenced photos with descriptive tags. In this method supervised learning is used to rank methods by combining different estimators of tag relevance. Various ranking techniques are used. It does not consider content of image to improve to visual search as well as it ignores user preferences.
N.garg and I.Weber et al proposed in [6] , A personalized tag recommendation idea that find out the tagging history by profile of users created by his sharing of photos and tags. System suggests tags dynamically based on it. It leads to conventional performance. It is less computationally complex than collective knowledge so that it can recommend tags dynamically. However, it ignores metadata of image and tags. Therefore, it leads to ignore preferences.
D. Rafailidis et al proposed in [7] , a method that can handle very sparse data with Quadruple of user, image, tag and its associated weight. First, Construction of three order tensor then unfold matrix to create new three intermediate matrices. Use SVD on each unfolded matrix after that construction of core tensor s. Reconstruction of tensor then generation of item recommendation. It handles cold start and Sparsity problem. However it ignored geo specific information and time space computations were too much.
To tackle visual and textual tag recommendation along with geo tags Z. li et.al proposed in [8] , subspace learning method in that unified latent space is find that combine visual, textual and Geo tagged relations.
Zhou et.al proposed in [9] , Hypergraph is nothing but a generalization of the simple graph in which the edges, called hyperedges, are non-empty subsets of the vertex set. Therefore, the Hypergraph can be used to model entities and sparse relations.
Liu et.al proposed in [10] , A transductive learning framework for image retrieval. It is based on a probabilistic Hypergraph. This method builds a Hypergraph by generating a hyperedge from each image and its adjacent neighbors after that ranking based on Hypergraph is then performed. Visual similarity matrix calculated from feature descriptors. Liu has chosen each image as a centroid vertex and created a hyperedge by a centroid and its k-nearest neighbors. It captured higher-order relationship.
Yue et.al proposed in [11] , Intended an approach that simultaneously utilizes both visual and textual information for social image search.
In our proposed method, visual content and tags are used to generate the hyperedges of a Hypergraph. A relevance learning method is performed on the Hypergraph structure where a set of relevant samples are employed. Different from the conventional Hypergraph learning algorithms, our method learns not only the tag relevance based among images but also the Geo tags provided by that particular user. By using visual similarity edge and textual similarity edge we can recommend tags for that particular user.
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
The proposed framework is organized into two stages Hypergraph Construction; Hypergraph based visual and tag learning, Hypergraph based Visual and Geo-tag learning and Tag Recommendation. The system architecture is as shown in fig.2 . 
Notations

Mathematical Model
A Hypergraph G = {V, E, W} consists of the vertex set V, the hyperedge set E, and the hyperedge weight vector w. each edge is assigned a weight w the Hypergraph G can be denoted by incident matrix H1.
Vertex degree of each vertex v ∈ V is:
For a hyperedge e ∈ E, hyperedge degree can be estimated by:
Let and denote diagonal matrices of vertex degree and hyperedge degrees, respectively, Let W denote the diagonal matrix of the hyperedge weights
(1)
Set Theory
Input Sets I= {1, 2, 3,…, n} i.e. Set of images T= {1, 2, 3,…,m} i.e. Set of tags Processing sets {P, Q} Output set T={T 1 , T2, T3} T Output: -Visual similarity matrix based on distance between them. Homogeneous hyperedges: -It is used to represent the visual-textual content relations among image vertices. There are two types of homogeneous Hyperedges. Visual content relation hyperedge and textual content relation hyperedge .
In our experiment, for each image 512-dimensional feature vector is extracted as the content representation. 512-dimensional GIST features. The visual content similarity Hyperedge's weight is set based on the visual similarity matrix Aij is calculated according to,
Where , denotes the index set for t nearest neighbors, and are feature vectors associated with images respectively, is a scaling parameter. Example from above equation.
To construct textual  , we build a tag vocabulary. Each tag is used to build a hyperedge, i.e., the images containing the same tag are connected by a hyperedge. 
Online Stage
4.2.1) Tag Recommendation: -System will recommend tags based on learned correlation between visual and textual domains.
DATASET
We have collected data from Flickr API to evaluate our approach. We have downloaded each user's information such as his Images, tags, geo tags (latitude and longitude).
For geo tags we have extracted city level location names from Flickr. We have collected data such that each photo must have at least one tag, because photos without tag are not required to learning purpose. We divide user's photos into two sets one for training and one for evaluation. Evaluation photos are having tags but they are kept for ground truth purpose to check that whether our system recommends tags that are relevant to ground truth. 
RESULTS
Upload
Final Tag Recommendation
CONCLUSION
Personalized Geo-Tag recommendation for community contributed images is proposed to deal with the problem of learning joint relevance of tag to images. System bridges semantic gap between visual and textual features. It finds tags from visual homogenous hyperedge and they are used as input to find candidate tags from textual homogenous hyperedge. Finally, it recommends frequent but distinct tags.
